
SAN FRANCISCO, CA--(Marketwired - August 09, 2016) - Richard Karn, managing editor of The Emerging Trends Report,
makes the argument for investment in rare earth and specialty metals, and explains why one company is a particularly smart bet
for investors.

Included in this article are: Alkane Resources Ltd. (ASX: ALK) (OTCQX: ANLKY)

The short list of potential non-Sino REE producers has thinned dramatically. On that list is Alkane Resources Ltd.'s (ASX: ALK)
(OTCQX: ANLKY) Dubbo Zirconia Project (DZP), which has both zirconosilicates hosting zirconium, hafnium, yttrium and heavy
REE as well as natroniobite and calcian bastnsite hosting niobium, tantalum and light REE respectively in rural New South
Wales, Australia.

Alkane's polymetallic DZP has all of the infrastructure, as well as a revenue stream spread between both light REE (22%
neodymium & praseodymium) and heavy REE (15% terbium, dysprosium & yttrium), which are quite profitable at current REE
prices, and in-demand specialty metals, zirconium (31%), ferroniobium (16%), and hafnium (9%), which should render market
shocks and price manipulation less of an existential threat.

Continue reading this article: China's Stranglehold on REEs Offers Opportunities

About Streetwise Reports - The Gold Report

The Gold Report shares investment ideas for the precious, base and critical metals sector. The information provided above is for
informational purposes only and is not a recommendation to buy or sell any security.
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